IN THE SPOTLIGHT:


Important Message regarding Resumption of Operations at the National Science Foundation: https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/postshutdown.jsp

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is emerging from a 35-day funding lapse in appropriations and shutdown of the agency. The link above provides guidance for the NSF proposer and awardee community regarding the initial resumption of operations. This page will continue to be updated as more information becomes available.

W&M INTERNAL PROGRAMS:

W. Taylor Reveley, III Interdisciplinary Faculty Fellows, deadline: 2/6/19; https://www.wm.edu/about/administration/provost/initiatives/reveley-faculty-fellows/index.php

Through a most generous grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in honor of President Reveley’s long-term excellent leadership on the Mellon board of directors, the university is able to establish the W. Taylor Reveley III Interdisciplinary Fellows. Its goal is to stimulate intellectual creativity across the campus by facilitating faculty commitment to interdisciplinary teaching and research, taking greater advantage of our existing intellectual resources in novel combinations.

Distinguished Lectures in International Studies, rolling deadline, http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/lectures/index.php

The Reves Center for International Studies is pleased to help support internationally-focused public lectures and performances. Funding is available to William & Mary faculty who wish to host distinguished scholars, artists, and practitioners whose public events and visits will contribute to international education at the university.

Grants for On-Campus Conferences on International Topics, rolling deadline; http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/oncampus/index.php

Funding is available to support William & Mary faculty who are hosting on-campus professional conferences that will contribute to international education at the College. Proposals making use of the university's Washington, D.C. Office are also welcome.
The Center For Liberal Arts is pleased to solicit proposals from faculty seeking financial support to pursue an on or off-campus activity relevant to the COLL curriculum. For the academic year 2018-19, the CLA will prioritize innovation grants that enhance on-campus COLL 300 courses and COLL 400 courses.

**ARTS & HUMANITIES:**

**Dean’s Fellowship in the History of Home Economics**, College of Human Ecology, Cornell University, deadline: 3/1/19; [https://www.human.cornell.edu/research/deansfellowship/home](https://www.human.cornell.edu/research/deansfellowship/home).

**Studio Residency Grant**, Women’s Studio Workshop, deadline: June 30; [https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-residency-grant/](https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-residency-grant/).

**Dr. Hector P. Garcia Fellowship**, The Mary and Jeff Bell Library, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, deadline: 3/1/19; [http://library.tamucc.edu/dept/special/hpgarcia.html](http://library.tamucc.edu/dept/special/hpgarcia.html).

**2019 Fellowships**, The Mary Baker Eddy Library, deadline: 2/4/19; [https://www.marybakereddylibrary.org/research/fellows/](https://www.marybakereddylibrary.org/research/fellows/).


**Scholar in Residence Program (SIR)**, The Iron Library, deadline: rolling; [http://www.eisenbibliothek.ch/content/gf/ironlibrary/en/ironlibrary/sir/applications.html](http://www.eisenbibliothek.ch/content/gf/ironlibrary/en/ironlibrary/sir/applications.html).


**Awards, Fellowships, Grants**, American Society for Theatre Research, deadlines: programs and deadlines vary; [https://www.astr.org/page/ASTR_Awards](https://www.astr.org/page/ASTR_Awards).

**Cultural Exchange Fund**, Association of Performing Arts Professionals, deadlines: 4/30/19; 10/30/19; [https://www.apap365.org/Programs/Funding-Opportunities/Cultural-Exchange-Fund](https://www.apap365.org/Programs/Funding-Opportunities/Cultural-Exchange-Fund).

**SOCIAL SCIENCES:**

**Small Research Grant Program**, Society for Personality and Social Psychology, deadlines: Fall, submit from May 1 to August 1; Spring, submit from September 15 to November 15; Summer, submit from February 15 to April 15; [http://www.spsp.org/awards/small-grant-program](http://www.spsp.org/awards/small-grant-program).
Technologies for Improving Minority Health and Eliminating Health Disparities (R41/R42 – Clinical Trial Optional), NIH, deadlines: LOI 3/1/19; application 4/1/19; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/RFA-MD-18-010.html:
*Small business concerns are eligible applicants; however, part of effort must be performed by a single, partnering research institution.


Faculty/Post-doctoral Grant Program (Human Services), Fahls-Beck Fund for Research and Experimentation, deadlines: April 1; November 1; http://www.fahsbeckfund.org/grant_programs.html.

Grants for Research on Public Policy, The Searle Freedom Trust, deadlines: January 7; April 22; August 22; https://www.searlefreedomtrust.org/application-guidelines/.


Research Stipend, IBM Center for The Business of Government, deadline: 4/1/19; 10/1/19; http://businessofgovernment.org/node/2688.

Lab to Marketplace: Tools for Brain and Behavioral Research (R43/R44 – Clinical Trial Optional), NIH, deadlines: LOI, 30 days prior to application due date; application due dates, September 5; January 5; April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-18-819.html.
*Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, consortium/contractual arrangements are allowable.

**SCIENCE & RESEARCH/FEDERAL:**

**NSF UPDATE: NSF is in the process of extending some proposal submission due dates as a result of the recent federal government shutdown. Please check https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/postshutdown.jsp to determine if any of your submission deadlines may be revised.**


FY 19 Breast Cancer Research Program (BCRP), Congressionally Directed Medical Research Program (CDMRP), various programs and deadlines; https://cdmrp.army.mil/funding/bcrp.


Natural Products NMR Open Data Exchange (NP-NODE) (U24 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), NIH, deadlines: LOI, 30 days prior to application due date; application, 4/1/19; https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/rfa-files/rfa-at-19-002.html.


Wearable Alcohol Biosensors (STTR) (R41/R42 - Clinical Trial Optional), NIH, standard deadlines: September 5, January 5, April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/PA-18-785.html: *Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, research institutions are mandatory partners.

Wearable Alcohol Biosensors (SBIR) (R43/R44 - Clinical Trial Optional), NIH, standard deadlines: September 5, January 5, April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/PA-18-786.html: *Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, consortium/contractual arrangements are allowable.

New Technologies for the Glycosciences (R43/R44), NIH, standard deadlines: September 5, January 5, April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/PA-16-157.html: *Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, consortium/contractual arrangements are allowable.

New Technologies for the Glycosciences (R41/42), NIH, standard deadlines: September 5, January 5, April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/PA-16-158.html: *Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, research institutions are mandatory partners.

New Technologies for the Glycosciences (R43/R44), NIH, standard deadlines: September 5, January 5, April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/PA-16-157.html: *Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, consortium/contractual arrangements are allowable.


SBIR Technology Transfer (R43/R44 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), NIH, standard deadlines: September 5, January 5, April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/PA-18-705.html: *Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, consortium/contractual arrangements are allowable.

Methods Development in Natural Products Chemistry (R43/R44 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), NIH, standard deadlines: September 5, January 5, April 5; https://grants.nih.gov/grants-guide/PA-18-607.html: *Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, consortium/contractual arrangements are allowable.

*Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, research institutions are mandatory partners.


*Only one organizational application may be submitted. If you are interested in applying, please contact wosp@wm.edu – an internal competition may be required.


Postdoc Appointments, Los Alamos National Laboratory, deadline: February review, submit by early December; May review, submit by early March; August review, submit by early June; December review, submit by mid-September; [https://www.lanl.gov/careers/career-options/postdoctoral-research/postdoc-program/postdoc-appointment-types.php](https://www.lanl.gov/careers/career-options/postdoctoral-research/postdoc-program/postdoc-appointment-types.php).


Computational Genomics and Data Science Opportunities for Small Business (R43/R44 Clinical Trial Not Allowed), NIH, deadlines: LOI, 30 days prior to application due date; application due dates, September 5, January 5, April 5; [https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-061.html](https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-19-061.html):

*Eligible applicants are small business concerns; however, consortium/contractual arrangements are allowable.

**FOUNDATION:**


Exhibition Competition, American Art Program, The Henry Luce Foundation, deadlines: LOI, April 1; invited full application, June 1; [http://www.hluce.org/amartexhibitioncomp.aspx](http://www.hluce.org/amartexhibitioncomp.aspx).

* Research disciplines: Ethology, Paleontology, Archaeology, Anthropology, Psychology, Epistemology, Logic and Sciences of nervous system.


**Alexander von Humboldt Professorship (International Award for Research in Germany)**, Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, deadlines: April 15; September 15; [http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/alexander-von-humboldt-professorship.html](http://www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/alexander-von-humboldt-professorship.html).

**Bogliasco Fellowships**, Bogliasco Foundation, deadlines: Fall, January 15; Spring, April 15; [https://www.bfny.org/en/apply/requirements](https://www.bfny.org/en/apply/requirements).

**Russell Sage Foundation**, deadlines: various LOIs/invited proposal deadlines depending on program; [http://www.russellsage.org/research/categories/requests-proposals](http://www.russellsage.org/research/categories/requests-proposals):

* Behavioral Economics
* Future of Work
* Social, Political, and Economic Inequality
* The Social, Economic, and Political Effects of the Affordable Care Act
* Integrating Biology and Social Science Knowledge (BioSS)
* Computational Social Science
* Immigration and Immigrant Integration
* Non-standard Employment
* Decision Making and Human Behavior in Context


**Grants**, Brady Education Foundation, deadlines: Stage 1 proposal, 4/1/19 and Stage 2 invited proposal 8/1/19; Stage 1 proposal, 8/1/19 and Stage 2 invited proposal, 12/1/19; Stage 1 proposal, 12/1/19 and Stage 2 invited proposal, 4/1/20; [http://www.bradyeducationfoundation.org/home.html](http://www.bradyeducationfoundation.org/home.html).

**OTHER:**

**Grants**, National Center for Responsible Gaming (NCRG), [https://www.ncrg.org/research-center/apply-ncrg-funding-0](https://www.ncrg.org/research-center/apply-ncrg-funding-0):

* Post-doctoral Investigators Travel Grant, deadline: rolling.
* Seed Grant, deadline: 8/1/19.
* Large Grant, deadlines: LOI, 6/3/19; application, 9/3/19.

**Undergraduate Research (UR) and Undergraduate New Investigator (UNI)**, American Chemical Society (ACS) PRF, submission window: 2/1/19-3/15/19; [https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/funding-and-awards/grants/prf/programs.html](https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/funding-and-awards/grants/prf/programs.html).
**Visiting Scholar or Postdoc Fellowships (biomedical or biotechnological focus),** Stanford Bio-X, Novo Nordisk Foundation, deadline: 2/11/19; [https://novonordiskfonden.dk/da/grants/visiting-scholar-or-postdoc-fellowships-at-stanford-bio-x/](https://novonordiskfonden.dk/da/grants/visiting-scholar-or-postdoc-fellowships-at-stanford-bio-x/).

**Awards,** Materials Research Society, various deadlines/programs; [https://www.mrs.org/awards/](https://www.mrs.org/awards/).